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MAXR-100™

Tested and verified by Intertek
Testing Service NA, Inc. Ohio for
Metal Compatibility, Oil
Miscibility & Chemical Stability
(per ANSI/ASHRAE 97)
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MaxR100 saves typically 10%
to 30% of your energy costs and
reduces up to 50% air humidity.
What is MaxR100?

Costs

≈

Performance
MAXR100 is an intermetallic compound technology that, when introduced into the
refrigerant oil of a system, forms a permanent bond to metal surfaces.
This action removes oil fouling, changes the thermal nature of the metal and lowers the
boiling point of the refrigerant gas, resulting in a more efficient operating system with
substantial savings in Energy costs.

Lower costs and increase
performance at an optimal
level.
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Efficiency deterioration
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Percentage of deterioration

Cooling
system
efficiency
chart:
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Make your
cooling systems as
good as new.
—

01

A treatment of MaxR100™ brings the cooling system

00
1st year

2nd year

3rd year onwards

back to factory efficiency by removing the internal
fouling that acts as an insulative factor, which makes
the system work longer and harder to reach the set
point.

Typically, a cooling system will lose 7% of its efficiency
in its first year, 3-5% in the second year, and 2% every
back to
factory Efficiency
by removing the
internal fouling
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ProtEct your
EquiPmEnt
by keeping it at
optimal efficiency

year afterwards. This adds substantial cost increases
to running a cooling system. MaxR100™ returns the
efficiency to factory condition, and keeps it there.
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MaxR100™
ProtEctivE
moLEcuLar LayEr
Forms a layer that will NOT change
mechanical tolerances

no HaLogEn grouP
ELEmEnts
Does not contain Chlorine, Fluorine,

What makes it so unique?
MaxR100 does the re-conditioning, restoring and maintaining
efficiency of the air conditioners, chillers and cooling systems,
resulting in reduced kWh consumption.

nor Sulphur or Phosphorus

This

action

removes

oil

contamination,

doEs not
contain PtfE

changes the nature of the metal and reduces

There is no PTFE (Teflon®) or any

which results in a more efficient system

other particulate

operation with a substantial saving in energy

thermal boiling point of the refrigerant gas,

costs.
ZEro
contamination MaxR100™

MaxR100 forms a protective molecular layer

will NOT contaminate waste oil

tolerances.

that

does

not

change

the

mechanical

MaxR100 does not contaminate waste oil.
MaxR100 does not contain elements from the
halogen group, in particular chlorine, fluorine,
or sulfur or phosphorus. MaxR100 does not

contain PTFE (Teflon) and other debris
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Energy
consumption
Is Florida and other
states getting the most
value out of their
energy consumption?
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Data source: IEA and Enerdata (shading
indicates individual countries within each sector.)
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Commercial & Residential energy consumption is rapidly increasing
relative to other countries — is it getting full value from this?

Building
energy
consumption
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70%

Air conditioning drives seasonal
change in electricity consumption.

70% of electrical
production is going
towards cooling
of buildings and
structures.
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Just by having efficient cooling system we can impact 10-30% in real
energy consumption and emission savings.
—
Data source: KAPSARC
analysis.

AC / Building envelopes (insulations)
30

Improving energy efficiency
of air conditioning and building
envelope are most effective
measures for residential
buildings. (Up to 30% with
MaxR100)
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Percent savings in annual energy use savings, Riyadh,
KSA, prototypical villa.
Percent savings
(%)
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High efficiency AC

Wall insulation

Roof insulation

High efficiency
lighting

Low-E glazing

Low air leakage

Key findings from our EE analysis are — by improving EE of the air conditioning systems and building envelopes (insulations), can reduce total energy consumption in residential buildings significantly. For instance using high efficiency AC we can
reduce total electricity use by 27% in residential buildings. This analysis is for an individual building level, each measure impacts total electricity consumption — interactive effective.
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Impacting demand side of building energy productivity.
Building sector energy productivity Data source: KAPSARC.
Power generation energy efficiency

Building energy efficiency

building sector productivity
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Economic
value added
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Clients 25% avg savings:
client name
DCS Techno Services, Hyderabad

Equipment
AC packaged units

kWH savings
18.00%

Franklin Templeton, Hyderabad

AC packaged units

23.82%

Franklin Templeton, Hyderabad

350 TR Trane Chiller

13.50%

Vasudha Pharma, Vizag

100 TR Voltas Chiller

14.83%

Wind Stream Technologies, Hyderabad

AC packaged units

25.00%

GMR Hyderabad International Airports

AC packaged units

15.25%

Apollo Hospitals, Delhi

AC packaged units

34.00%

Aurobindo Pharma Limited, Hyderabad

60 TR Chiller

12.00%

Srikanth International, Bhimavaram

13 TR Chiller

21.43%

Titan Industries, New Delhi

AC packaged units

15.75%

Godrej Industries, Mumbai

AC packaged units

23.34%

Muscat Pharmacy, Muscat

24 TR AC Packaged unit

24.33%

SGS INDIA PVT LTD

AC packaged units

15.8 %

MaxR100 Prestigious partners in GCC &
ASIA certified & tested as per...

Examples of MaxR100™ Energy Savings globally:
client name
LAS VEGAS SCHOOL BOARD

kWH savings
27.09%

Lovettsville Virginia, 4 ton Heat Pump

19.88%

Outback Steakhouse

22.80%

Lennox, 20 Tons Roof Top

26.10%

Home Heat Pump:

31.17%

Metaplus, Mexico

35.00%

Hyatt Hotel, Mexico

42.00%

Split Unit, Mexico

30.29%

Restaurant Beer Cooler

35.00%

Lattia, Mexico

49.82%

*SGS under progress
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How does
MaxR100™ extend
the life of mechanical
components?
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MaxR100 contains an element that increases the lubricity of refrigerant
oil thereby significantly reducing mechanical coefficient of friction
between the parts resulting in reduced wear, tear and maintenance, on
the equipment.

MaxR100 products utilize the primary lubricant only as a carrier
medium to distribute the MaxR treatment throughout the equipment to
treat the metal surfaces and return debris back to the filtration system

Increases lubricity

Reducing friction

Reducing wear & tear

Low maintEnance

Treats surface

This electrochemically bonded lubricant layer can provide protection
even during a catastrophic loss of primary lubricant

Refrigerant Oil Samples tested with MaxR100 did not even fail at the
tests maximum pressure of 4,500 psi whereas Refrigerant oil without
MaxR100 failed within the pressure of 300psi.
Prevents during

MaxR100 forms a protective “lubricant layer” that physically
becomes part of the equipment’s metal surface providing continuous

catastrophic Loss

lubrication protection.

Withstands Pressure of
4,500 Psi
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How does MaxR100™
restore the lost
efficiency of the heat
exchange system?
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—
To understand how MaxR100 restores the lost efficiency of the heat exchange system, consider
the operation of a typical heat exchange unit AC or HVAC. As a result of the stroke of the piston in
the cylinder of the compressor,

the refrigerant has a small amount of oil from the compressor,
which over time, adheres to the inner pipe of the condenser and
the evaporator. That adhesion oil acts as an insulator reducing
the heat transfer capacity of the evaporator and condenser.
When MaxR100 is mixed into the oil in the compressor unit, the molecules, being polarized
electrons begin to share the tube wall inside the condenser and the evaporator. This allows
MaxR100 to move the oil barrier on the inside of the system
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A figure showing how the
oil coagulates inside the
copper tubing.

Copper tubing wall

Tubing walls without MaxR100™
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Refrigerant
Oil

Copper Tubing Wall

Tubing walls after the MaxR100™ installation
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How does MaxR100™
save energy
and reduce energy
costs?
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To understand how MaxR100 saves energy
and ultimately reduces the systems operating
cost, consider that the polarized MaxR100
molecules create a new film essentially one
molecular in thickness on the inside of the
coils.

—
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This restores the ability of the system to effi-

coils, which allows for the set point to be

ciently transfer the heat load. More efficient heat

reached quicker. This can allow the compressor

transfer results in lower head pressure and less

to cycle off more often, thereby running less and

work required by the compressor. More efficient

saving more energy and reducing electrical

heat transfer also results in colder evaporator

operating costs.
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Set Point reached quicker
MaxR100 allows your machine's set
point to be reached faster than usual.

Saving more Energy
Save energy by running your machinery
at its optimal state using MaxR100.

increased Efficiency
Protect your equipment. Keep them as
effective as a brand new machine.

savE monEy & rEsourcEs
Ultimate reduction in systems operating
cost.

transfEr HEat Load
Restores the ability of efficiently transferring
the heat load
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1. Does MaxR100™ lay down
additives?
MaxR100 adheres to metal surfaces inside the
cooling unit and air conditioning, becoming one with
the metal surfaces. No particles settle.

2. Is MaxR100™ compatible
with all Refrigerant oils?
Yes, MaxR100 is compatible with all refrigerant oils.

3. Does the protective film affect
bearing tolerance?
MaxR100 will not affect bearings, rings or valves
tolerance.

4. Does the additive
improves mechanical seal
life?
Yes, the additive improves the mechanical seal life.
Turn to read more
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5 Does the additive affect electric
motors?
No, the additive does not affect electric motors.

6 What is the temperature range for
MaxR100™?
Minus 50 degrees Celsius to 210 degrees Celsius

9 Can MaxR100™ be used in any
other
application ?
Yes, MaxR100 can be used in all types of
refrigeration, ice machines, air conditioners and
refrigerators, except as stated in the previous
section.

10 Is MaxR100™ similar to motor oil
additives ?

7 What elastomers can be
conditioned?
COLD KVAR supports nitrile / PVC, silicone
rubber, nitrile rubber (NBR nitrile min 30%),
acrylate rubber (ACM), Viton (fluorine rubber),
polyester (AU) and polyester urethane (EU).

8 What are the limitations of
MaxR100™?
MaxR100 does not operate in cooling applications
brine (Brine Chillers)

No. MaxR100 does not include chemical elements
of the group halogen, in particular chlorine and
fluorine, or sulfur or phosphorus, which can be
combined with hydrogen and form an unwanted
highly corrosive acid.
MaxR100 contains no PTFE (Teflon) or any other
particles such as metal or plastic powder.

11 Will MaxR100™ help cover
elastomers (O-rings, seals &
etc.)?
COLD KVAR supports nitrile / PVC, silicone
rubber, nitrile rubber (NBR nitrile min 30%),
acrylate rubber (ACM), Viton (fluorine rubber),
polyester (AU) and polyester urethane (EU).

12 Will installing MaxR100™ void
existing warranty?
No. If the manufacturer says it will void your
warranty, have them put it in writing. They will
only say the warranty is void if the manufacturer
demonstrates that damaged your system MaxR100
In our experience, most air conditioning systems
and cooling we try and are out of warranty. We
provide extended warranty on all units treated with
MAXR!

13 How soon will I see results after
installing MaxR100™?
MaxR100 takes 10 to 21 days for best results you
will notice that the compressor will run quieter and
the vibration reduction in a few minutes.

14 What guarantee does
MaxR100™ provide?
If MaxR100 caused the equipment failure, we will
replace or repair, backed by an insurance policy of
$1 million liability. In more than 12,000 installations
have never had an equipment failure or a claim.
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Advantage for Clients
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Saves Energy in Real measurable terms (10-30%)
Very low cost to benefit ratio
ROI as low as 8-9 months
Once in Life Time Installation
Increase Equipment Life
Increase and improve interior quality of air
Extended warranty

SGS is the world's leading inspection, verification, testing and certification company. We are
recognized as the global benchmark for quality and integrity.

For More information
MaxR100

Alan H. Kramer, Business Development Manager
Florida
(O) 321-208-7976
(M) 321-750-7517
alan@maxrusa.com
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